ADVISORY SERVICES

Align Security Strategy With Corporate Risk Appetite

Advisory Services Overview

With more organisations expanding their
digital footprint, there has been a shift
in the CISO and CIO role from ensuring
compliance to setting security strategy.
Key is helping the business balance agility
and innovation with a risk-based strategic
roadmap.

Challenges
It can be challenging to keep up with
changes to regulations and an evolving
threat landscape. It is now a strategic
imperative to safeguard the information

The average total cost of a data
breach in 2020 was approx AUD $5M
(USD $3.8M) 1
The average cost per personal data
record was approx AUD $194 (USD
$150) 1
15% of breaches in the Asia Pacific
region involve internal errors 1

and data of organisations with the right
security investments.

The Right Advice At Board Level
As a trusted advisor to senior management in your organisation, it would help to
access security advisory specialists with complex and deep understanding of cyber risk
management.

intalock.com.au

This is where Intalock’s cyber security and Advisory Service enables you to align Risk
Management with your organisation’s strategic goals across business transformation,
improved competitiveness and revenue growth.
We do this by providing insight across three areas:

Which of your systems are

Which critical data could be

What are the levels and

vulnerable to attack

compromised

sophistication of threats you
could face

Additionally, we offer strategic and pragmatic recommendations drawing from the
in-depth experience of our managed services teams - Security Operations Centre.

Helping You Proactively Manage Risk
Are you looking for the best advice to build cyber risk resilience? Then look no further.
Intalock is one of Australia’s leading Managed Security Services Providers (MSSP), and for
more than 10 years, we have specialised in data and information services with security
in our DNA. Our expertise continues to grow, working with leading enterprise and
government organisations like Wesfarmers Industrial and Safety, Mission Australia and
The Star Entertainment Group.

More Than Insight & Advice
Unlike many other Advisory practices, Intalock can also provide practical help like
developing a security strategy tailored to your situation and unique requirements.

With A Defined and Adaptable Risk Strategy

Enable Business Agility and Performance
Digital transformation remains an imperative for business and government. However, as
you mature your digital footprint and infrastructure, the risk of cyber threats grows.
The ever-present danger of sensitive information and customer data being
compromised requires a different security approach – one that marries risk strategy and
management with business success and growth.
How well can you mitigate cyber and information security risk that coud
threaten your organisation's business goals or compliance and contractural
oblications?

Leverage Intalock’s Advisory Service
Protecting your information networks is complex and requires a deep understanding
of ongoing changes in technology and the threat landscape. While you recognise
the potential risks your organisation faces, you have many responsibilities that make
it challenging to stay on top of governance and compliance gaps, applications
vulnerabilities, workforce security awareness and more.
This is where Intalock’s Advisory Service can help you thoroughly assess the current state
of your security operations and maturity levels to protect your systems and assets better.
Applying industry-standard risk assessments, we deliver a comprehensive review of the
risks organisations face, including recommendations and treatment methods across:

Threat, Risk & Response
▶

Gap assessments

▶

Maturity Assessments

▶

Review of your Operational

Audit & Compliance
▶

Governance, Risk,

Strategy & Framework
▶

Compliance (GRC) Review
▶

Response Capability

Security Strategy
Development

Standard Assessments –

▶

Information Classification

ISO 27001, CPS234, NIST,

▶

Information Assurance

IS18
▶

Consumer Privacy
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To learn how to protect your organisation with Intalock cyber security services.
 intalock.com.au/contact
 1800 996 613

